Social-anxiety disorder (SAD), also called social phobia, is one of the most common psychiatric illnesses, with a 15% lifetime prevalence ([@r1]). SAD is characterized by avoidance of social interactions ([@r2]) due to fear of negative evaluation, such as embarrassing oneself in the presence of others ([@r2], [@r3]). Taijin-kyofusho (TKS), a subtype of SAD, additionally includes fear of embarrassing others ([@r4]), for example, making them feel uncomfortable because of the person's blushing, sweating, or trembling appearance ([@r4]). People with TKS overly imagine how they look from the perspective of others and think that their physical defects and/or socially inappropriate behaviors would offend or humiliate others ([@r5]).

Although TKS was initially described as a culturally specific SAD subtype prominent in interdependent cultures, particularly in East Asia, similar manifestations are consistently reported in independent cultures. For example, in the United States, 75% of SAD patients exhibit at least one of the five TKS symptoms related to other-oriented fear ([@r6]). TKS has recently been described in the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition* (DSM-5) under SAD ([@r7]), which reflects its universal relevance and heterogeneous manifestations (e.g., shyness, self-criticism, and submissiveness; refs. [@r8][@r9]--[@r10]). However, the brain basis and correlates of TKS still remain unclear ([@r11], [@r12]). As the fear of being negatively evaluated by others is the hallmark of social anxiety ([@r9], [@r13]), studying TKS as an exemplar of other-oriented anxiety might add crucial insights into the mechanisms underlying subjective experiences of social anxiety ([@r14]).

Given that persons suffering from TKS are hypersensitive to others' feelings and easily misunderstand others' perspectives ([@r4], [@r5]), we envisioned that TKS is associated with heightened affective empathy (affEMP; emotion-sharing via self--other overlap or matching) that amplifies perception of others' negative feelings ([@r15]), or with reduced cognitive empathy (cogEMP; perspective-taking via self--other distinction) that hinders flexible inference of others' views and intentions that differ from one's own ([@r16], [@r17]). Feelings of embarrassment might excessively capture TKS subjects' attention ([@r4], [@r5]), and heightened affEMP might further enhance personal distress in response to others' distress or misfortunes ([@r18]). As a result, TKS subjects could readily translate the feelings of embarrassment of other people into personally experienced (empathic) embarrassment that leads to other-oriented fear.

Previous research suggests that affEMP is uniquely supported by fear-related activations in amygdala, insula, and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) ([@r11], [@r19], [@r20]). Instead, cogEMP is supported by the ventromedial prefrontal and the orbitofrontal cortex (vmPFC/OFC) as well as by the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) and posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) ([@r15]) involved in perspective-taking (via self--other distinction) and attention-shifting ([@r15], [@r21]). These empathy-related regions may also be associated with feelings of embarrassment ([@r22][@r23]--[@r24]). However, how such feelings are triggered and translated into other-oriented social fear warrants further investigation.

To study the neurocognitive basis of other-oriented social anxiety, we first correlated TKS level with scores of affEMP, cogEMP, and cognitive flexibility among 23 Japanese adults. We also applied the Toronto Alexithymia Scale (TAS) as a measure of altered self-awareness and emotionality, reflecting a precursor of empathic abnormalities ([@r25]). To measure cognitive flexibility (attentional set-shifting), we used the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test ([*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1918081117/-/DCSupplemental)) that is related to cognitive empathy ([@r26], [@r27]). Subsequently, we examined the relationship between the TKS scores and the strength and distribution of empathy-related functional MRI (fMRI) signals.

During fMRI recording, the subjects watched video clips of people who were singing badly and expressed for their performance either authentic embarrassment (EMBAR) or hubristic pride (PRIDE) ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Based on previous studies suggesting that empathic embarrassment can occur via two processes dominant in affective (bottom-up) and cognitive (top-down) domains ([@r15], [@r17], [@r22]), we expected that both singers would embarrass the viewers: the EMBAR singers via affEMP and the PRIDE singers via cogEMP. We further hypothesized that socially anxious subjects' affEMP would increase and cogEMP decrease during the viewing (for details, see the Introduction in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1918081117/-/DCSupplemental)).

![fMRI task. Subjects watched video clips of five female and seven male singers singing badly in front of an audience during a singing competition. The singers acted either embarrassed or proud of their singing and expressed this via facial expression and bodily gestures. Altogether 12 blocks of video clips were presented in a pseudorandom order to each subject. Each 24-s block contained two video clips representing the same task condition (12 s each). The same video clips appeared twice through the scanning (in separate blocks). A fixation cross was displayed for 12 s between the blocks.](pnas.1918081117fig01){#fig01}

Social anxiety may be associated with alterations of brain networks ([@r28], [@r29]), but the available brain connectivity findings are inconsistent ([@r11], [@r28]), either because of the variability of subject characteristics (e.g., high comorbidities and medication; refs. [@r8] and [@r30]) or the diversity of the applied methods (e.g., the use of different anatomical masks). We thus conducted a fully data-driven, whole-brain functional segmentation analysis (FuSeISC) to account for interindividual differences in the brain-activation patterns ([@r31], [@r32]), thereby to better capture brain activity that is synchronized across subjects, while at the same time illustrating intersubject spatial variability in brain networks. We specifically tested the relationship between TKS scores and the strength of whole-brain connectivity ([@r33]).

Results {#s1}
=======

Our subjects' TKS scores ranged from 45 to 154 (mean ± SD = 80.0 ± 28.1), reflecting low-to-relatively-high TKS intensities ([@r4], [@r34]). The scores statistically significantly correlated positively with affEMP (personal distress: *r* = 0.45, *P* = 0.048) but not with cogEMP (perspective-taking: *r* = −0.23, *P* = 0.331) and negatively with cognitive flexibility (*r* = −0.52, *P* = 0.019; Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1918081117/-/DCSupplemental)).

The affEMP contrast (EMBAR \> PRIDE) in general linear model (GLM)-based fMRI analyses revealed increased activity in the right amygdala and ACC (*P* \< 0.01, corrected for family-wise error \[FWE\]; [Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"}) as well as, contrary to our predictions, in OFC. The cogEMP contrast (EMBAR \< PRIDE) revealed increased activity within the right pSTS/TPJ (for whole-brain analysis results, see [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1918081117/-/DCSupplemental)).

###### 

Empathy-related brain activity in affEMP and cogEMP contrasts

  Contrast   Brain region     MNI, *x*, *y*, *z*   *z*                                   Cluster size, voxels
  ---------- ---------------- -------------------- ------------------------------------- -------------------------------------
  affEMP     Right amygdala   32, −4, −28          4.41                                  70[\*](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ACC        6, 24, −8        4.80                 684[\*](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   
  OFC        4, 34, −14       4.63                 459[\*](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   
  cogEMP     Right pSTS/TPJ   62, −12, 0           4.85                                  704[\*](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

*P* \< 0.01 (FWE-corrected).

[Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *Upper* shows that the activity of the right amygdala, revealed from the affEMP contrast, correlated positively with TKS scores (*r* = 0.56, *P* = 0.044; false-discovery rate \[FDR\] corrected for multiple comparisons), whereas the activity of the right pSTS/TPJ ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *Lower*), revealed from the cogEMP contrast, correlated negatively with the TKS scores (*r* = −0.50, *P* = 0.048).

![Correlations between hemodynamic activity and TKS scores obtained in GLM-based analyses. During affEMP contrast (*Upper*), activity of the right amygdala increased as a function of increasing TKS scores (cluster-level *P* \< 0.01, FWE-corrected). During cogEMP contrast (*Lower*), activation of the right pSTS/TPJ decreased as a function of increasing TKS scores. Dashed lines represent 95% confidence intervals. Pearson's correlation coefficients *r* are indicated (*P* \< 0.05 after controlling for age and sex; FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons). R amygdala, right amygdala; R pSTS/TPJ, right pSTS/TPJ.](pnas.1918081117fig02){#fig02}

The strength of ACC activity correlated positively with alexithymia scores (externally/other-oriented thinking: *r* = 0.57, *P* = 0.009), and the right pSTS/TPJ activity correlated positively with the postscan ratings of embarrassment (*r* = 0.45, *P* = 0.047; subjects watched the same video clips of the singing contest after the fMRI scanning and rated the embarrassment level for each clip; [*Materials and Methods*](#s5){ref-type="sec"}).

Our fully data-driven, whole-brain functional segmentation analysis (FuSeISC) included computation of both the mean and the variability of intersubject correlations (ISCs) to account for interindividual differences in the brain-activation patterns ([@r31]). For the pipeline of the procedure, see [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} in [*Materials and Methods*](#s5){ref-type="sec"}.

[Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} shows statistically significant FuSeISC contrast maps separately for affEMP (upper images) and cogEMP (lower images) (*q* \< 0.05, FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons). Note that the numbering and coloring of segments differs between the upper and lower images (for details, see [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1918081117/-/DCSupplemental)). In the affEMP contrast (upper images), brain regions showing statistically significant involvement across subjects include the bilateral occipital cortices (segments 1, 2, and 3), bilateral premotor cortex (segment 4, also including, e.g., right anterior insula, inferior frontal gyrus, and cerebellum; see [*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1918081117/-/DCSupplemental) for a comprehensive list of all activated brain regions), superior temporal sulcus (segment 5, also including, e.g., inferior frontal gyrus and cerebellum).

![ISC-based whole-brain functional segmentation. Axial FuSeISC maps are shown for the observed segments in the affEMP (*Upper*) and cogEMP (*Lower*) contrasts (*q* \< 0.05, FDR-corrected), with the different segments indicated with different colors. Note that the visible (labeled) brain areas are not necessarily the only ones included in a certain segment because spatial constraints were not used in FuSeISC. MNI *z* coordinates (in millimeters) are indicated for each slice (see [*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1918081117/-/DCSupplemental) for a comprehensive list of brain regions for each segment).](pnas.1918081117fig03){#fig03}

In the cogEMP contrast ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, lower images), the brain regions with statistically significant involvement include regions of the bilateral superior temporal gyrus and pSTS/TPJ (segments 1, 2, 3, and 7), lingual gyrus (segments 4 and 9), ventral and dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (segment 5), precuneus (segment 6), and cuneus (segment 8). These segments also included multiple other brain regions, listed in [*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1918081117/-/DCSupplemental). Note that the mPFC region that we predicted to be involved in our task was not visible in the cogEMP contrast of the GLM analysis but was prominent in the FuSecISC analysis (segment 5) potentially because of its high interindividual variability (refs. [@r31] and [@r35] and [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}).

![Pipeline for the analysis. (*Upper*) The analysis steps of associations between TKS scores and overall brain connectivity during the empathic embarrassment task: construction of group-level brain template by FuSeISC (see *Lower* for explanation of ISC mean and variability) (i); estimation of connectivity networks for EMBAR and PRIDE (ii); computation of overall connectivity strength for each subject for multiple choices of connectivity parameters ([*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1918081117/-/DCSupplemental)) (iii); correlations between overall connectivity strengths and TKS scores, separately for each parameter combination (iv); and statistical evaluation of the average correlations across parameter combinations (v). (*Lower*) Concepts of ISC mean and ISC variability, used as inherent features to divide brain areas into functional segments. High mean ISC corresponds to similar fMRI time courses across multiple subject pairs (mainly positive ISCs). Meanwhile, high ISC variability corresponds to varying fMRI time courses across subject pairs, that is, similar (positive ISC), dissimilar (no ISC), and opposite (negative ISC). Some brain regions, such as early sensory areas, are typically characterized by high ISC means, whereas, for example, certain higher-order brain areas are potentially characterized by relatively high ISC variability ([@r31]).](pnas.1918081117fig04){#fig04}

In the functional connectivity analyses, the overall connectivity strength---computed in a whole-brain network comprising nodes within each of spatially isolated segment obtained from FuSeISC---correlated negatively with the TKS scores during cogEMP (*r*~average~ = −0.23, *P* = 0.015; corrected for multiple comparisons), whereas during affEMP, the correlation did not reach the statistical significance (*r*~average~ = −0.14, *P* = 0.108); see [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1918081117/-/DCSupplemental) for the statistical tests.

Discussion {#s2}
==========

Our results provide both behavioral and brain-level support for the idea that other-oriented social anxiety is associated with enhanced affEMP and reduced cogEMP ([@r5], [@r12], [@r36], [@r37]). The negative correlation of the overall network strength with the TKS scores during cogEMP supports decreased cognitive processing in embarrassing situations, likely obstructing flexible inference of others' perspectives and attention-shifting or augmenting maladaptive feelings of embarrassment. Our results thus suggest that TKS is characterized, besides by an imbalance of affective and cognitive empathy, by disruption of the cogEMP brain network. These findings extend the current understanding of social anxiety, demonstrating how altered affEMP and cogEMP might be associated with experiences of social anxiety dominated by other-oriented imaginary fear ([@r4], [@r7]).

Prior studies on social anxiety have identified neural systems thought to support fear and embarrassment ([@r11], [@r23]), but it has remained unclear whether and how these systems might contribute to other-oriented anxiety. Here, by using naturalistic video stimuli that induced empathic embarrassment, we illuminated the behavioral and neural correlates of other-oriented anxiety in two key ways, showing that 1) TKS scores correlated positively with dispositional affEMP (personal distress) and with amygdala activity during affEMP, and 2) TKS scores correlated negatively with cognitive flexibility (attentional and perspective-shifting; refs. [@r15] and [@r38]) and pSTS/TPJ activity during cogEMP. Both these results would be in line with enhanced affEMP and reduced cogEMP in other-oriented anxiety.

Stronger pSTS/TPJ activity during cogEMP than affEMP, revealed both in GLM and FuSeISC analyses, is consistent with previous research that has suggested that pSTS/TPJ subserves cogEMP via flexible shifting of attention and perspective ([@r15], [@r38]). This finding also converges with prior ISC studies that have highlighted the role of pSTS/TPJ in moment-to-moment cognitive appraisals via socially attuned attention ([@r39][@r40][@r41][@r42]--[@r43]). The association between pSTS/TPJ activity and the embarrassment that the viewers were feeling during cogEMP (when the singers sang badly but acted as if they were proud of their singing) also supports involvement of the pSTS/TPJ region in gaining a better understanding of others' situations in social contexts ([@r38], [@r44], [@r45]).

The reduced cogEMP in TKS, as reflected by the negative association of TKS scores with pSTS/TPJ activity, suggests that other-oriented anxiety is related to decreased ability to recognize embarrassment in social situations. This view is counterintuitive because people with social anxiety are often argued to be hypersensitive to other's feelings, especially to others' negative emotions ([@r3], [@r9]). However, our view aligns with the growing body of literature implying that declined social cognition can coincide with high social sensitivity in people with social anxiety ([@r12]). In other words, whereas the socially anxious people may be highly focused on others' mental states via noticing and sharing emotions of others (affEMP skills), their inferences of the social situations or perspective of others (cogEMP skills) may be highly inaccurate ([@r12]).

Accordingly, elevated affEMP (emotional sharing) can obstruct cogEMP (perspective-taking) during highly emotional situations ([@r46]). Moreover, social anxiety may be associated with difficulties in cogEMP, especially when discerning complex emotions ([@r47]). Indeed, our subjects with high TKS scores exhibited enhanced affEMP and reduced cogEMP, possibly amplifying their attention to feelings of others but hindering flexible understanding of other's social contexts ([@r14]). These subjects therefore were preoccupied with other-oriented, irrational fear ([@r4], [@r7]).

The results of ISC-based brain segmentation further supported the unique roles of affEMP and cogEMP in empathic embarrassment. Along with previous studies ([@r15], [@r17]), the ventral and dorsal mPFC, PCC/precuneus, and pSTS/TPJ were more strongly involved during cogEMP than affEMP, whereas the anterior insula, inferior frontal gyrus, premotor cortex, STS, and cerebellum were more prominently involved during affEMP than cogEMP. One potential explanation for these differences is differential involvement of mentalization ([@r15], [@r17]) and motor-mirroring ([@r48]) in cognitive and affective empathy.

The negative correlation between TKS scores and the strength of overall network connectivity during cogEMP further supports the notion that social anxiety may involve disruptions of cognitive, in addition to affective, processing ([@r12], [@r13], [@r28]). More research is, however, required to investigate the extent to which these alterations can affect flexible distinction and/or balance between self--other perspectives ([@r17], [@r49]) or exaggerate negative perspective bias toward others, as well as toward self (e.g., misinterpreting others' impression about oneself and distorting self-image; ref. [@r50]).

Our findings on TKS can contribute to a better understanding of the neurocognitive dysfunction of SAD, owing to the shared altered self--other awareness in both disorders ([@r4], [@r5]). Both TKS and SAD individuals excessively focus on others' perspectives ([@r5]). Individuals with SAD are often preoccupied with the likelihood of negative evaluation by others ([@r51]), accompanied by heightened self-awareness ([@r12]) but blurred experiences of their own emotions ([@r47]). Meanwhile, individuals with TKS are afraid of discomforting others by their physical/behavioral features ([@r4]).

The empathic embarrassment paradigm, involving self--other merging and distinction, allowed us to reveal that individuals who are more prone to other-oriented social anxiety may show enhanced affective and reduced cognitive empathy. The observed association between TKS and self-awareness scores further supports this view ([*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1918081117/-/DCSupplemental)), underlining the unique self--other representation in social anxiety ([@r3], [@r50]). In this regard, our results support the proposal that social anxiety is represented on a spectrum ([@r9], [@r13]), comprising diverse clinical manifestations from mild to severe and an even wider continuum of social anxiety extending into the general population, thereby affecting a multitude of interpersonal interactions ([@r3], [@r50]).

Limitations. {#s3}
------------

The limitations of the present study include the correlational nature of our analyses, which does not inform about causal relationships between social anxiety and brain function supporting empathic involvement. Future intervention studies promoting empathy might clarify this issue. Although our study included subjects with subclinical social anxiety, some subjects' social-anxiety levels were fairly equivalent to those obtained from patients with SAD ([@r52][@r53]--[@r54]). Accordingly, manifestations of social anxiety appear to range widely from the subclinical (e.g., shyness and submissiveness) to clinical level, possibly relying on the same or overlapping dysfunctional brain mechanisms ([@r9], [@r13]). Nevertheless, it is essential to replicate and generalize the current findings in patients with SAD.

Although the unpredicted OFC activity observed in the affEMP contrast of the GLM analysis could reflect emotion-related processing, such as affective perspective-taking ([@r55]) and cognitive control of emotion ([@r56]), OFC is also known to be involved in cognitive flexibility ([@r57]) and cognitive empathy ([@r27]). Thus, more studies are required to further examine the role of OFC in TKS, and here event-related analysis might provide additional insights.

Notwithstanding these limitations, the present study enhances our understanding of the neural correlates of social anxiety and illustrates how data-driven brain imaging approaches (e.g., ISC) might illuminate the heterogenetic experiences of social anxiety. As our sample of 23 persons is relatively small, it would be beneficial to replicate our findings with a larger sample. To improve reproducibility and transparency, we provide the analysis code for ISC analysis at <https://www.nitrc.org/projects/isc-toolbox/> ([@r58], [@r59]).

Conclusion. {#s4}
-----------

Our findings suggest that other-oriented social anxiety, here studied in subjects suffering from TKS, is characterized by an imbalance of empathy (enhanced affEMP and reduced cogEMP) as well as by disruption of the cogEMP brain network. These aberrations possibly deteriorate cognitive processing during embarrassing situations. Our results shed light on how altered affective and cognitive processing can contribute to the development of social fear.

Materials and Methods {#s5}
=====================

This study was approved by the Committee on Medical Ethics of the Kyoto University and carried out in accordance with the World Medical Association's International Code of Ethics ([@r60]) and Declaration of Helsinki ([@r61]). Twenty-three subjects (16 males, 7 females; mean ± SD age, 21.3 ± 1.2 y) were recruited through an advertisement in Kyoto University and participated after written consent. Exclusion criteria included history of neurological disease, major physical/surgical illness, and substance abuse. Subjects were screened for major psychiatric disorders, including depression, schizophrenia, and bipolar disorders, with the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I diagnoses, administered by experienced psychiatrists attending the Department of Psychiatry of Kyoto University. Based on the previous fMRI studies on empathy and embarrassment using a block designs and region of interest (ROI) analyses ([@r23], [@r62][@r63]--[@r64]), as well as sample-size determination software G-power ([@r65]), 23 subjects were considered sufficient to detect a statistically significant (*P* \< 0.05) difference (*d*~z~ = 0.9) ([@r66]) between conditions on a two-sided test of proportions (difference between two dependent means) with \>80% power.

Behavioral Data. {#s6}
----------------

The conventional 31-item TKS questionnaire ([@r4]) was administered to find out how the subject differ in their TKS symptom level. This questionnaire assesses the subjects' concerns that they will do something to offend or embarrass others. The items on the questionnaire are based on clinical experience and are consistent with descriptions of the defined symptoms of TKS. The relationship between TKS scores and empathy was assessed with the Interpersonal Reactivity Index, a measure of affEMP and cogEMP, and the TAS, a measure of altered self-awareness and empathy ([@r25], [@r64]). The subjects' cognitive flexibility and attentional set-shifting skills ([*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1918081117/-/DCSupplemental)) were assessed with Wisconsin Card Sorting Test.

fMRI Task, Data Acquisition, and Analyses. {#s7}
------------------------------------------

Subjects watched video clips of singers who were singing badly in front of an audience during a singing competition ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Singers acted embarrassed or proud of their singing. These performances were designed to embarrass the viewers either via emotion-sharing (affEMP) or via perspective-taking (cogEMP). All singers presented popular Japanese songs that were familiar to our subjects. The empathic embarrassment task included two additional conditions that will be reported in a separate study (for further details, see [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1918081117/-/DCSupplemental)).

The fMR images were acquired with a 3-tesla magnet equipped with a 32-channel phased-array head coil (Verio, Siemens) located at the Kokoro Research Center in Kyoto University. Functional images were obtained using a T2\*-weighted gradient echoplanar imaging sequence with the following parameters: echo time (TE)/repetition time (TR), 29/2,400 ms; flip angle, 90°; field of view (FOV), 192 × 192 mm^2^; matrix, 64 × 64; 38 interleaved axial slices of 3-mm thickness without gaps; resolution, 3 × 3 × 3 mm^3^ voxels. Structural scans were also acquired using T1-weighted 3-dimensional magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo sequences (TE, 3.51 ms; TR, 2,000 ms; inversion time, 990 ms; FOV, 256 × 256 mm^2^; matrix, 256 × 256; resolution, 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm^3^; altogether, 208 total axial sections without gaps). After completing the scanning session, subjects watched the same video clips of the singing contest outside the scanner and rated the intensity of embarrassment using a seven-point Likert scale (representing none to extreme).

Imaging data were preprocessed and analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) 12 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience). All functional brain volumes were realigned to the first volume and spatially normalized into a standard stereotactic space using a template in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. These images were resampled into 2 × 2 × 2 mm^3^ voxels during the normalization process. All EPI images were smoothed using an 8-mm Gaussian kernel. Data were high pass-filtered with a time constant of 128 s.

At the single-subject level, we used a GLM in SPM and conducted *t* tests for the contrasts EMBAR \> PRIDE and EMBAR \< PRIDE ([@r67]). At the group level, we conducted ROI-based random-effects analyses to investigate activity specifically recruited within empathy-related brain regions. Activity within ROI masks was considered statistically significant if it survived FWE correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster level at *P* \< 0.01 (primary threshold at voxel-level uncorrected, *P* \< 0.001). Parameter estimates were extracted as first eigenvariates from statistically significant clusters within these a priori regions. Additionally, we report activity outside these ROIs, thresholded at the voxel-level at *P* \< 0.01, with a minimum cluster extent of 50 contiguous voxels (400 mm^3^) after whole-brain FWE correction for multiple comparisons. Finally, parameter estimates from the EMBAR \> PRIDE and EMBAR \< PRIDE contrasts were correlated with behavioral scores (Pearson's *r* correlation analyses in SPSS 22.0) after controlling for age and sex. Statistical significance was set at *P* \< 0.05 (two-tailed).

FuSeISC and Connectivity Analyses. {#s8}
----------------------------------

We performed data-driven FuSeISC ([@r31]) of brain regions using the ISC toolbox ([@r59]) implemented in Matlab. FuSeISC segments the whole brain directly at the group level without utilizing spatial information (such as locations, shapes, and sizes defined in the anatomical masks) but includes computation of both the mean and the variability of ISCs to account for interindividual differences in the brain-activation patterns ([@r31], [@r32]). Each segment is characterized by a unique pattern of ISC ([@r31]). In the current study, based on whole-brain FuSeISC, we performed condition-contrast and brain network-connectivity analyses. [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} shows the pipeline of the FuSeISC analysis from fMRI data to the statistics of correlation between TKS scores and strengths of connectivity via whole-brain segmentation (for details, see [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1918081117/-/DCSupplemental)).

In the connectivity analysis, nodes were defined within each of the spatially isolated segment obtained by FuSeISC, and functional networks were estimated by mixed neighborhood selection method ([@r68]). This method incorporated a random-effects component into the model, enabling the learning of both group-level and subject-specific connectivities for each node in the network. Two connectivity graphs per each subject were initially built separately, based on the time series of two conditions (EMBAR and PRIDE). From the estimated weighted connectivity graphs, we computed the overall connectivity strength for each subject ([@r33], [@r69]). Overall strength was obtained by calculating the median of the positive, pairwise correlation values between nodes for each subject ([@r33]). Subsequently, we examined the association between the overall connectivity strength and TKS scores across subjects during both EMBAR and PRIDE.

Data Deposition. {#s9}
----------------

The data processing and analytical pipeline have been deposited at the University Hospital Medical Information Network (UMIN) Center, Japan (<https://upload.umin.ac.jp/cgi-open-bin/icdr_e/ctr_view.cgi?recptno=R000043844>). The data discussed in this paper are available to readers upon request. Aggregated forms of data are available from S.T. Matlab code developed during the current study is also available upon reasonable request.
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